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The aim of this combination
of programs is to identify a
huge number of potential
molecular disease-causing
mutations in the human

genome, and specifically to
identify single base-pair
substitutions in human
genes. This is done by
replicating the human

genome with the help of
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DNA polymerases, with the
aid of site-specific

mutagens, and observing
which specific base

mutations occur. In a large-
scale mutation scanning,

about 2-5.5 million bases in
the entire human genome

are tested. Biological
instruments Healthtree uses
a unique technology for its
functionality. In brief, the

underlying technology relies
on the sequencing of

individual DNA molecules.
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This way, the user can find
mutations and variations of

a certain disease. Every
single base or base pair is

then read through the
underlying biological

technology. The information
gathered is then used to

help users find the perfect
biological solution to

improve their health. This
technology is also used in

clinical research. The
National Institute of Health

(NIH) is primarily
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responsible for this process,
and supports the

development and scientific
conclusions that are put

together from sequencing.
Biological drugs A human
genome sequence may
allow for a drug to be
produced, that can

specifically target a genetic
mutation. This way, a
medication would act

specifically on the cause of
a certain disease. Imaging
Concurrent to sequencing,
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Healthtree also offers a
medical imaging option. This

technology allows for the
real-time observation of a
cell, a specific DNA of an

organism, or even a whole
organism. This way, the

viewer can look at specific
mutations or even harmful

characteristics. This
technology can be used to

see whether a cell is
growing in a specific way.
Publications In 2019, the

French National Center for
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Scientific Research (CNRS)
initiated a first concerted
research project on the

framework of the
fundamental sequencing of

the human genome.
Healthtree will be an

integral part of this project
and will focus on the

thorough sequencing of the
human genome. In the near
future, Healthtree will also

be responsible for the
technologies used to
sequence the human
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genome. After all,
Healthtree offers a

comprehensive service of
sequencing and research. It
is not limited to the service

of sequencing DNA but
rather offers a full service of

mutations and variations.
Healthtree invites all

researchers to use the
technology that is available
and find the result for their

research. 50b96ab0b6
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